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D. Cultural Attachment: A Significant Issue for Monroe County, WV 

Cultural attachment is the cumulative effect over time of a collection of traditions, attitudes, 

practices, and stories that tie a person to the land, to physical place, and to kinship patterns. 

         —James Kent Associates1 

 

“Cultural attachment” is a significant environmental/cultural factor in Monroe County, WV—

one whose project impact cannot be mitigated. The data included in this report show that the 

threat to community impact presented by the MVP project cannot be ignored in the NEPA process, 

nor should consideration of cultural attachment be limited to the National Forest. 

Background: In 1991, American Electric Power proposed a 765kV power line that would cut 

through both Monroe County, WV and Craig County, VA.  Because the power line would cross the 

adjacent land in the Jefferson National Forest, the National Forest Service was required to prepare a 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS).  

In the summer of 1995, James Kent Associates (JKA) conducted a study of “cultural attachment” of 

areas adjacent to the federal lands including Peters Mountain in West Virginia and the Sinking 

Creek Valley in Virginia. Using a Discovery Process methodology, the researchers defined indicators 

to measure the strength of cultural attachment of the residents who lived in those areas. Through 

their study of relationship to land, sense of place, and kinship, JKA identified areas of varying 

degrees of cultural attachment along the power line routes. Their report was incorporated into the 

DEIS and adopted as one of the reasons given in the Record of Decision (ROD) for the National 

Forest Service’s choice of a “No Action Alternative” for the siting of the power line in the areas of 

high cultural attachment.  

Cultural Attachment in Monroe County: Starting in 1991, Monroe County residents had become 

very concerned about the proposed location of the power line, and they had educated themselves 

about the National Forest Service and NEPA processes. Well before the Cultural Attachment study 

of 1995, individual residents knew and expressed how they felt about their relationship to their 

land and their commitment to place and kinship, but they were unaware that “cultural attachment” 

was the term used to describe feelings like theirs. Once the cultural attachment study was released 

and cited in the DEIS and ROD as a reason why the Forest Service chose the No Action Alternative, 

residents were proud that other people understood and respected their feelings.  

In the years that followed, the strength of residents’ cultural attachment continued to express itself 

in their day-to-day behavior and in the choices that they made in their work and family lives—and  

they continued to wear cultural attachment as a badge of honor. When the MVP pipeline route was 

proposed to come through Monroe County, several residents were heard to object: “They can’t do 

that. We have cultural attachment.” 

                                                           
1 James Kent Associates (James A Kent; John Ryan; Carolyn Hunka and Robert Schultz). ”Culture Attachment: Assessment of 
Impacts to Living Culture.” Prepared for George Washington and Thomas Jefferson National Forest and Woodward-Clyde 
Consultants. In APCo 765kV Transmission Line Environmental Impact Statement, 1995: Appendix M, p. 4. Accessed at 
http://www.jkagroup.com/Docs/JKent_CulturalAttachment.pdf 



Methodology: The academic literature on responsible federal decision-making emphasizes the 

necessity of involving community members. In this case, organizations in Monroe County 

recognized that: 1) Monroe County landowners are the true experts in knowing how their external 

resources (features of their land) could be positively or negatively affected by proposed changes to 

their environment, and 2) Monroe County landowners are the true experts in knowing how their 

internal resources (such as relationship to land, sense of place and kinship bonds) affect their 

decisions and well-being in their day-to-day lives and how changes could support or irreparably 

disrupt their culture.  

In response to the MVP pipeline threat, landowners in Monroe County developed the Landowner’s 

Impact Form through a participatory process that was prompted by the categories within NEPA and 

the academic literature on cultural attachment. They designed the inquiry to be site specific to the 

issues in Monroe County and other regions of rural Appalachia.  

The Landowner’s Impact Form includes questions with standardized and open-ended answers, as 

well as opportunities for free comments. Members of the Border Conservancy and Save Monroe met 

with individual landowners living on or near either the Original or Alternate 110 corridors. 

Landowners submitted their information through face-to-face interviews, paper and pencil 

booklets, or on-line formats. The creation of the form, together with the gathering and synthesis of 

the data, was limited to a short window due to MVP’s amendments to the routes and the FERC’s 

short scoping period. Nevertheless, a total of 210 people reported their information.  

Findings: Information was submitted to the FERC on June 16, 2015 as separate individual 

landowner reports and a preliminary summary. This portion of the updated summary includes: 

 Sample comments that landowners offered freely in the spaces for unguided comments. 

 Pie chart depictions of frequency of landowners’ answers to specific questions. 

These data establish that an analysis of cultural attachment in the Peters Mountain areas of 

Monroe County must be included in the EIS for the MVP pipeline corridors. To be clear, the 

data collected by Save Monroe and the Border Conservancy and this consolidated report is not such 

an analysis. It was not designed to substitute for a rigorous cultural attachment analysis that 

includes in-depth interviews, observations and studies of behavior such as those performed by JKA 

in 1995, as well as methods of community inquiry included and elaborated on in Understanding 

Community—Forest Relations.2 

However, these 2015 data are not to be ignored. They do show that landowners’ answers to direct 

questions and their free comments are consistent with findings in the original JKA report. Taken 

together with the 2002 federal NFS Record of Decision, and the James Kent warning that 

“there is no mitigation for cultural attachment,” there is no leeway to ignore the need for 

cultural attachment to be considered a significant issue that would require a No Action 

Alternative in a gas pipeline crossing the Peters Mountain regions of Monroe County.   

                                                           
2 Sturtevant, Victoria E., “Methods of Community Inquiry.” Chapter in Kruger, Linda E., ed. Understanding Community—Forest 
Relations, USDA Forest Service, February 2003. General Technical Report PNW-GTR-566. Accessed at 
http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_gtr566.pdf 



 

Sample Comments from Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Reports: 

" This gas line would destroy our spring water, destroy our Peters Mountain that we love 
like a family member. Our beauty, our wildlife, life as we know it now would be 
destroyed.” Zenith 

" For those of us who call Peters Mountain home, it is a very rare and special place where 
the mountain watches over us. It is sacred.  It provides both peace and protection.  Its 
power is not to be disrupted casually.” Waiteville  

" It is a piece of heaven loaned to ME from God, NOT loaned to a corporation!” Zenith  

" I love my precious lands. I care for the soil with my very soul, and all creations. Indian 
Burial  grounds, ancient  oaks in direct  path of gas  pipeline, spring fed pond—we use 
every  inch of our lands in all aspects of life—pristine views. Water is our life. We have 
the best water in the world.” Salt Sulphur Springs  

" My farm is my family, alive, living, breathing. We take care of each other.” Salt Sulphur 
Springs 

"  It chose us.” Greenville  

" This property has been in my family for 3 generations. My ancestors settled in this area 
in the 1700s. Some of them had Native American blood. My roots go deep here on this 
land & the surrounding land. I am part of this land & the land is part of me. It is my 
home. It is a clean, quiet place to relax, live my life and enjoy the beautiful hills, valleys 
and mountains. We use our land for hiking, hunting, and other family activities.” Ellison 
Ridge above Hans Creek Valley 

" Roots and ties to this land go back to the first settlers of this area.” Peters Mountain, 
near Lindside   

Relationship to Land 
 

Relationship to land—A person who is culturally attached has a relationship to land, which is 
primarily based in non-economic values. Land is recognized as having intrinsic value, which is 
more important than its economic value. A person who is not culturally attached has a 
relationship to land, which is primarily based on its extrinsic or economic value. (p. 10) 

In cultural attachment, land is not seen as a commodity but as a part of the family system that 
has a sacred quality. Production on the land is geared to family use, sharing and other culturally 
appropriate activities. (p. 7) 

James Kent Associates 

 



Responses to Relationship to Land questions: 
 

Landowners in the Monroe County pipeline 
regions feel an exceptionally strong 
relationship with their land. Ninety-five 
percent (95%) of those responding reported 
that they felt more themselves on their 
property than anywhere else. (n=181)  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Landowners in the Monroe County pipeline 
regions feel an exceptionally strong 
connection to their land. Ninety-one percent 
(91%) of those responding reported that their 
personal history and identity are closely tied 
to their land. (n=177) 
 

 

 

  

 

 
 
Landowners in the Monroe County pipeline 
regions overwhelmingly value their land for 
its intrinsic value as opposed to its economic 
value.  Ninety-nine percent (99%) of those 
responding reported that they value their 
property as a place they want to live more 
than as a real estate investment. (n=179) 
  



 

Sample Comments from Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Reports: 

" People chose to live in Monroe County because it's kind of like stepping back into time, 
when life was much simpler and much more pleasant.  If we wanted development and 
industrial growth we would have never chosen Monroe County to settle in and call 
home.” Zenith 

" My wife’s family has lived in Monroe County for five generations. While I was employed 
in Virginia, I traveled 152 miles round trip to and from work.  My wife and I made the 
decision not to seek a home closer to work because we love living in Monroe County.” 
Lillydale 

" I grew up here and always wanted to come back to it. Now that we're back we want to 
protect what we missed for so long.” Lindside 

" Traveled 81 miles one-way to work for 16 years so I could enjoy Monroe County.” Hans 
Creek Valley  

" We are here because we want to be here. We have lived other places, other states. We 
came home to enjoy a place that IS as it WAS! No stoplights, no 4-lane highways, no 
smokestack industry. Life can be hard here, but life is good here—great scenery, very 
quiet, no hustle & bustle of urban life. We sincerely prefer it. I was born here some 75 
years ago and think it is my duty as custodian of these acres to keep it as it IS, as it WAS, 
and hopefully WILL BE for generations to come, to enjoy as we have and do—as 
generations who have gone before did. We thank them for their efforts to keep it as it IS 
and as it WAS.” Greenville   

Place/Work Orientation 
 

Place/Work Orientation—A person who is culturally attached has a primary commitment to 
place. The choice of employment is secondary and is often a method of supporting the primary 
commitment to place. In contrast people who are not culturally attached place primary 
emphasis on the choice of work and then select a place to live. (p. 10) 

[People] talk about physical place related to geographic space, special areas with names such as 
Peters Mountain or Sinking Creek. (p. 8, brackets added) 

Place was also defined as intimate knowledge of the landscape, what happens in the landscape, 
what the landscape provides.  In culturally attached areas, place was spoken of as having a 
living interactive quality that preserved the relationship between people and their landscape. 
(p. 8) 

James Kent Associates 

 



Responses to Place/Work Orientation and Attachment to Place questions:  

 

Many landowners make the choice to live in Monroe County despite the lack of well-paying jobs in the 

county. For some this means taking a lesser-paying job nearby or traveling long distances (up to more 

than 160 miles daily round trip) to get to work. Others live and work elsewhere, but travel hundreds of 

miles every week or two to get “home” to Monroe County. 

With its thirty-five mile unbroken span, Peters Mountain is a dominant geographic marker 
throughout Monroe County.   

Its importance can be seen by the sheer 
number of individual landowner comments 
that refer to “The Mountain” by name.  

Landowners in the Monroe County pipeline 
regions feel an exceptionally strong 
relationship with Peters Mountain, with 
ninety-nine percent (99%) of those 
responding reporting that the unbroken 
presence of Peters Mountain is important to 
them. (n=195)  

 

 

Through the strength of their family farms and their respect for their land, Monroe County 
landowners have worked hard to preserve their landscape.   

Numerous individual landowner comments 
spoke of the importance of preserving their 
land for future generations.  

Landowners in the Monroe County pipeline 
regions believe in protecting their hills and 
farmlands, with all of those responding 
(100%) agreeing that the unspoiled views are 
important to them personally. (n=195)  

 

  



 

Sample Comments from Monroe County, WV Landowner Impact Reports: 

" My mom and dad owned this property all my life. It was left to me and my sister when 
they died. It's going to be passed down to our children and grandchildren. A lot of hard 
work has gone into this land with a lot of love and caring. We don't want it destroyed by 
a pipeline.” Waiteville 

 
" I love Peter's Mt and ALL it stands for. My deceased husband acquired this property 

from his siblings as it has been in their family for years. We have farmed it, gardened it, 
timbered it, built homes on it, raised children, grandchildren and great-great 
grandchildren on it. We have raised bees, played, shared and loved on this land. It is in 
our HEARTS to stay.” Zenith 
 

" This is a Bicentennial Farm, in the … family since the 1700's. There are 4 generations of 
the family living here now.” Hans Creek Valley 

 
" As a youth I worked the corn fields, hay fields and any other chore such as harvesting 

our crops, shucking the corn, putting away the vegetables for winter storage, bringing 
home our cows from wherever as they had free range, gathering wood for our cooking 
and heating, carrying water from the spring approximately half a mile. Some of the 
more pleasant chores were making open kettle apple butter from our own apple 
orchard, making cane molasses—the ancient mill to squeeze out the juice and we 
cooked it down open kettle style. Also made maple syrup from trees on our property. I 
went to school in a one room school close by. This is my home I have buried my father, 
mother and sister on this property, along with them I want to rest here.” Zenith  
 

" Family history, memories, and old stories are very important in connection with this 
property.” Lindside  

Kinship 
 

Kinship—A person who is culturally attached has a primary commitment to his/her kin. This 
expresses itself through mutual support to provide needed services such as child care, 
agricultural support, and entertainment/recreation. This occurs within the context of a 
commitment to place. A person who is not culturally attached is more likely to purchase 
services and seek entertainment/recreation outside of their place. They are also likely to define 
their family as those with whom they share a residence. (p. 10) 

In culturally attached areas, the household was the basic unit of production. Families had 
decided physical place and land were their dominant values and the family and kin work to 
support those values. Mutual cooperation, kinship gatherings, discussions of the genealogy of 
family and place were prominent. (p. 8) 

James Kent Associates 

 



Responses to Kinship-related questions: 
 

 

Landowners in the Monroe County pipeline 
regions have learned about and have an 
understanding of the history of their 
homeplace. Ninety-four percent (94%) of 
those responding reported that the history of 
their property or community is important to 
them. (n=182)  
 

 

 

 

Landowners in the Monroe County pipeline 

regions help each other rather than pay for 

services. Eighty-nine percent (89%) of those 

responding reported that they rely on family 

and friends more than hiring someone when 

they needed help. (n=187) 

 

 

 

 

Families in the Monroe County pipeline 

regions rely on their agricultural resources as 

part of their family economy. Sixty-six percent 

(66%) of those responding said that they relied 

on the food they raised to live within their 

means (n=165), more than three times higher 

than the U.S. average. Based on information 

from the National Gardening Association, only 

nineteen percent (19%) of U.S. households 

participate in food gardening to “save money 

on food bills.” 


